
NEW MODELS FOR JUNE 2010
NEWCOMER VW AMAROK

We reserve the right to change colours and make technical modifications.

T
here is a new face among

the pick-ups: the VW

Amarok, which is one of

WIKING’s new models to join

the range. This striking MPV has

a surprisingly independent look

and feel yet is still obviously part

of the VW family. Its name means

“wolf“ in the language spoken by

the Inuit, the native Eskimos who

live in Northern Canada and Gre-

enland, and this richly detailed

model in 1:87 is certainly a wolf in

sheep’s clothing. Alongside it, the Uni-

mog U 20 has been given a new task

which it is able to carry out using the

finely detailed components it has been

equipped with in the form of a mounted

sweeper and associated water tank. With

the CLAAS Markant baler, WIKING

has once again devoted its attention to

everyday agriculture in the 1970s when

this agricultural machine represented a

technological achievement and had a

lasting effect by optimising harvesting.

The VW 1600 TL makes an appearance

as a maintenance vehicle for ONS while

the Ford Granada I joins it in the form of

a taxi. In addition, WIKING has produ-

ced the Mercedes Benz Actros as a refri-

geration semi-trailer truck for the

first time, with a new refrigeration

unit. WIKING has brought out a

limited edition themed set to com-

memorate classic forward drive

vehicles from Magirus-Deutz.

There are three models of forward

drive vehicles as well as eight true-

to-scale concrete pipes as a connec-

tor system, four of which have a

profiled base, created using historic

WIKING moulds from the same

decade which were rediscovered in the

historic mould archive and so now join

the series for the first time.
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0990 69 67 Set Magirus-Deutz „classic forward drive vehicles“

0528 04 48  refrigerated semi-trailer truck (MB Actros)

0800 08 29 Taxi - Ford Granada                      0311 01 39 VW Amarok                               0078 11 30 VW 1600 TL ONS

0888 40 29 CLAAS Markant baler 0646 39 37 Unimog U 20              



MODEL UPGRADES FOR JUNE 2010
CLASSIC ENCOUNTER

C
ontrasts from yesteryear up to

the present day: the very latest

VW Golf VI joins the range, in

the form of the picture-perfect GTD

model, along with the VW Multivan as

a leading vehicle of the Technical

Emergency Service (TES). Besides

these, we also see the reappearance of a

variety of historic models. Having

enjoyed decades of popularity, the Büs-

sing Senator trambus makes an appea-

rance as a “Gatzweiler“ advertising

medium operated by Rheinbahn in Düs-

seldorf. The contemporary design of the

rally yellow VW Beetle cabriolet with

its striking black bonnet and boot lid

provides a reminder of the legendary

football team who won the 1974 World

Cup when Volkswagen brought out its

own limited edition to mark the sporting

event of the year. The snow white Opel

GT as well as the Chevrolet Corvette

from the 1950s in a turquoise bi-colou-

red design also join the classic vehicles

which include the rock solid Unimog

406 combination and the Ford Trans-

continental container semi-trailer truck

which was once used by the British

allied forces in Berlin. A perfect replica

of the original Ferguson TE, WIKING

has now created the traditional grey

classic tractor in a bi-coloured design

which has both a red bonnet and also a

red chassis and engine block.
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0804 09 30 Opel GT 0819 04 30 Chevrolet Corvette 0802 07 25 VW Käfer Cabrio 0076 02 32 VW Golf VI  GTD       

0892 02 27 Ferguson TE 0892 03 27 Ferguson TE 0371 02 37 Unimog 406 with trailer     

0693 13 34 THW - VW Multivan 0721 02 39 Büssing Senator trambus

0696 24 42 Ford Transcontinental container semi-trailer truck


